plantation Productivity in the
Region under Inte
Dou
cultura Practices: Res.-uI rom
~esearch
and Operations".
-

Cheryl Talbert and David Marshall
This article reviews major plantation silvicultural practices used in the westside Douglas-fir region of
Oregon and Washington: origin, growth and yield impacts, and the region's global competitive status
for productivity, tree-growing costs, and returns. Two main messages emerge: (I) there has been great
progress in the region to increase wood yield and shorten rotations; and (2) opportunity remains strong
for this region to become even more competitive, although it will require challenging current beliefs
and norms and an increased collective will and focused sense of urgency.

Keywords: Douglas-fir; fertilization; growth and yield; intensive management; investment returns;
Pacific Northwest; plantations; planting stock; productivity; thinning; tree growing costs; trek improvement; vegetation control

I

n the early 1900s, when Frederick tion, so that hamest schedules and forest
Weyerhaeuser and others began their management plans were strongly shaped by
great adventure in forest management the ideas of luminaries such as Schenck,
in the Pacific Northwest (PNW), they faced Graves, Fernow, and Hanzlik. Before the
seemingly endless expanse of mature for- 1940s) most op'erations in the Douglas-fir
ests. Up to this time,'as Curtis et d. (1998) region were focused on conversion and were
pointed out in their excellent history of sil- driven by periods of economic boom and
viculturk in the region, "The forests were bust. In the 1960s and 1970s)interest grew
viewed as a static resource to be mined, and in using the classic Austrian model to disthe usual objective was to harvest high-value tribute the annual cut through time and
timber at minimum direct cost." The "leap across the standing forest volume such that
of faith" by these early investors in PNW new-stand volume would come ready for
forestlandswas to bank on the ongoingvalue harvest in an "wen-%ownwith the harvestappreciation of a standing forest as an asset, ing of existing stand volume-the ."allowmaking a significant investment in the rees- able cut" concept. .Early natural stand yield
tablishment of new stands as existing stands tables were the only tools available to plan.
were h-mested to maintain a steady growing wood flows and, with the expectation of
stock inventory for ongoing wood produc- fairly long rotations to grow the next forest,
tion.
annual cut levels had to be modest. Fire conFrederick i d other influentialforesters trol was difficult and large areas burned regof .the time came from the European tradi- ularly. W1th heavy old-growrh logging de,

bris, significant animal damage, the threat of
wildfires, and poorly developed reforestation methods, establishment of replacement
growing stock was slow and expensive. The
math was not at all favorable for investment
returns.
From Matcimzrm-YieId Forestry to
Mlunlunm~m
Retunz on Investment. In keeping with the European roots of the region's ,
forest management philosophy, many researchers and landowners in the PNW in the
1960s and into the 1970s were focused on
the concept of a "m+um
yield" strategy
aimed at high initial stocking, multiple thinning removals, and maximizing the harvestable yield by raking trees as merchantable
thinnings before they were lost to mortality
(Worthington and Staebler 1961). Early
thinning trids in natural stands were established with the objective of capturing potential mortality and redistributing growth to .
the residual stand to increase the total harvestable volume through the rotation over
what would have been expected in the unthinned stand (i.e., "bonus woodn). During
the same time, the supply of large logs appeared endless, prices were . increasing
steadily, and the cost and efficiency of logging and m h g improved steeply with increasing log diameter. With this continued
supply of high-value large logs, low prices for
s m d logs, and the high cost of harvesting
small logs, land managers focused on early
precommercial thinning to increase tree size
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in dense naturally regenerated stands (Re- Trends in Plantation
ukema 1975) and commercial thinning was Establishment .
limited.
The Decline of large-Scale Scari3ca. By the mid-i ~Gos,economistsIike Du- tion and Burning. Old-growth harvesting
- err and Fe$ciw, drawing on Faustmann's
prevalent through the 1960s and 1970s in
work in the 1850s, began to inspire sweep- the P N W was associated with heavy logging
ing changes in forest management philoso;
debris, disturbed soiis, and heavy woody
phy among indusuial landowners in the re- brush competition following planting. Ungion, introducing financial investment and der these conditions, machine scarification
financial maturity concepts to forest man- and broadcast burning were 'essential for
agement thinking. Managers began to shifi successful stand. establishment. As logging
from thinking of the timber resource as a has moved to younger second-growth s k d s
wood supply for mills to thinking of the for- and as harvesting equipment. and methods
est as a financial investment in and of itself, have improved, soil disturbance,and slash
with annual stumpage sales providing the accumulation from logging have decreased
revenue 'needed t o produce acceptable re- dramatically. Good stocking can now be
turns on the long-term cash flows required achieved in many stands with little or no
to produce that stumpage. This generated a piling or moving of slash; recognition of
dramatic incentive and focus through the this, in combination with pressures to re1960s and ll?Os to increase establishment duce early costs, have led to decline in scarsuccess and assess growth and yield, and ification and piling [down to 12-1 8% . in
caused organizations to commit themselves 200 1, according to Briggs and Trobaugh
to achieving plantation harvest ages in the (2001)l. The acres still being treated likely
reflect heavyroadside and landing slaih ac40s on good sites. ,
The availability of Dough-fir site ,cumulations and fire risk management, as
curves (King 1966) led the way for the de- wel1,as the incremental benefits of scarificavelopment of modern growth-and-yield tion for woody compeution and rodent conmodels of managed natural stands,,provid- trol. Broadcast burning has 1argely:disaping managers with encouraging yield esti- peared due to increasingly restrictive air
matesxhat fed a sense of optimism about the quality regulations, Some studies have
potential productiviry of stands in the re- shown s&vival and early growth benefits
gion. We can thank dus convergence of from mechanical site preparation (Valentine
events for the heavy investAent in growth-' 1975, McNabb et al. 1993, Beese and Sandand-yield research, much ofwhich was done, ford 1994, Piatek at al. 2003), attributed to
through regional cooperatives like the Re- woody brush control in the absence of
chemical site piepantion or "release treatgional Forest Nutrition Resear+ Program
ments in most cases, and in some cases to
(WNRP), the Cooperative Levels-ofiGrowmore rapid soil warming and hproved
ing Stock (LOGS) S ~ d i e s~, t a n d , ~ a A a ~ e seedling root growth. Some of the same aument'Cooperative (SMC), Coordinated Rethors also comment, however, that soil dissearch on Alternative ~orestryTreatments
turbance and litter removal, increased inva& Systems in Vegetation Mariagement
sion of exotic weeds, and more extreme
(CRAFTS), Vegetation Management Remoisture and temperature flues after scarisearch Cooperative .(VMRC)y Northwest fication can, under some .circumstances and
Tree Improvement Cooperative (NWTIC), on some site types, do more harm than good.
and the Pacific Northwest Tree ~ m i r o ~ e The Evolution of Plunting Stock. In
ment Research Cooperative (PNWTIRC), the early decades of'the 20th century, natubeginning in the late 1960s. he SMC has ral and aerial seeding led to patchy and unsurveyed its members in the Douglas-fir re- predictable reforestation. Nursery investgion about their management practices peri- ments in the 1960s H.rd 1970s fostered
odically since l 986, quantifying many of the widespread planting of 2+0 bareroot and
resulting changes in management practices; some small plugs by the mid-1970s. Still,
highlights of the 2000 survey (Briggs and seedlings were relauvely small with sparse
Trobaugh 2001) are used in this article. roots, root disease and cold damage were
Curtis et al. (1998) describe many of the common, vegetative competition and anisilvicultural practices used in the Douglas-fir mal browse took a heavy toll, so survival was
region and their origins in much more de- ofien poor (50-60%). Research soon began
tail.
to demonstrate significant survival and
,
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g r o d advantages for larger caliper stock

with more abundant and fibrous roots
(Hamyell and Johnson 1983, Long and Carrier 199l , Newton et al. 1993), particularly
in the presence of heavy brush and browse
competition. Three-year-old 2+ 1s t ~ c was
k
a solution for the heaviest browse and brush
situations, but these were expensive to produce and to plant. Plug-transplant and 1 1
technology developed rapidly in the 1980s,
with more consistent large caliper, a fibrous
"moppyJYroot, and better survival than the
2 0 without the added costs of the 2 1; as
these stock types came into broader use, use
of the 2+0 and small plug began to decline
quickly. Seedling conditioning and protection, lift timing, handling methods, and infrastructure were significantly refined
through the 1980s and 1990s; key aspects
were reported by several authors at a Target
Seedling conference in 1990 (Rose et al.
1990). Bythe 1980s, initialsurvivalwastypically above 80%.
Demand for seedlings with ever-larger
caliper and root mass increased steadily
through the 1990s, fueled by increasing animal browse pressure and statutory "greenup" requirements introduced into Oregon
and Washington forest practice codes in the
early 1990s.These rules specify that the h a vest of any stand must be deferred until approximately half of the trees in adjoining
openings have reached 4 fi in height or five
growing seasons, whichever comes first. As
many landowners near a regulated forest
condition (have little timber over rotation
age), the green-up requirement can affect
harvest considerably, increasing incentive to
get stands started quickly. Studies were initiated on early growth of seedlings grown at
reduced nursery-bed densities (OSUNTC
2001) and with combinations of very large
transplant seedlings (8- to 10-mm caliper)
with intensive vegetation control and seedling fertilization (Rose et al. 2000). Largecontainer outplant stock (typically container
sizes including Styro15 and larger) has also
come into increasing use since the late
1990s, particularly on more xeric sites in Oregon. Seedlings in large containers appear to
grow roots more rapidly after planting and
suffer little planting shock; this gives them a
real advantage in survival and early site-capture over bareroot stock, particularly on
more xeric or difficult planting sites (Rose
and Haase (in press), Kosderka (in press)).
Reflecting these trends, respondents to
the SMC survey (Briggs and Trobaugh
2001) reported a decline in use of 2+ 0 stock
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+

,
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from more than 30% in 1991 to 5% by producing seed, and the most advanced pro- from 20% in 1991 to over 65% in 200 1,
200 1, while 1 1 and P+ 1 seedling use in- grams are looking toward a third generation. with the percentage of that treatment in
creased significantly (from 10 to 25% in the Long-term studies and landowner experi- -preemergentsprays increasingfiom less than
1 1 and from 45 to more &an 60% in the ence indicate that improved seedlots are gen- 5% to over 90%. First- and second-year herP I.), and these have become the dominant erally broadly adapted and show little geno- baceous release treaunents also increased
planting stock. Use of large-container stock type-by-environment interaction, supporting . during the period; correspondingly, acres reincreased over the same period, from essen- use of the best materials across a wider geo- ceiving hardwood control treatments detially 0% through the mid-1990s to 15% of graphic range (Ymg 1990, Stonecypher q al. clines steeply (in part because effective
the Douglas-fir and 75% of the hemlock 1996). Still, with the ~ c q p t o nof a few orga- chemical site preparation can control hardplanted by the survey respondents in 2001.
nizations and breeding zones, the genetic wood invasion).
Measured survival and early growth worth of seed being used across the region reThe .Evolution of Planting Density
benefits from larger caliper and root mass mains fairly low, particularly when compared Trtrge&. Early planmtions tended to be
were very large in the studies mentioned with advanced-generation control-pohted planted at close spacings (Curtis et al. 1998),
above for 2 0 stock in the presence of heavy and clonal varieties being deployed in other in keeping with high-yield objectives and in
brush and browse, and percentage increases regions of the world, and actions to bring such anticipation of poor seedlingsurvival. B.ythe
in early growth were large in the more recent technologies to the PNW are patchy.
early 1980s, however, as organizations destudies of larger bareroot and large-plug .
Rapid Advancement in Vegetation veloped the models and computingpower to
stock. It is very important to note, however, Control with Herbicides. In the early calculate the relative financial returns of difthat the absolute magnitude of the benefit of 1960s,promotion of intensive chemical veg- ferent treaunents, and as changes in logging
larger-caliper and large-plugstock compared .etation control in the region began, and methods and sawmill technology began to
with conventional 1 1 and P+ 1 in the many studies have shown compelling and reduce the perceived h u r e value advantage
presenceof good vegetation and browse con- consistent s u ~ v a and
l growth results fol- of larger diameter logs, initial spacing
trol amount to no more than a year of accel- lowing herbicide application (Brodie and trended quickly toward 10 X 10 fi and even
eration, and the long-term benefits remain a Walstad 1987). The early focus was on re- wider. Seedling survival had greatly immatter of speculation. A year can be very leasing stands fiom overtopping woody proved by this time, reducing the need' to
important in a situation where adjacent har- brush, but herbaceous weed control became plant at high densities. By the 1990s, most
vests are consuained by green-up require- prevalent as studies and local trials showed a organizations in the P
w had dropped
ments, but otherwise the long-term differ- large benefit of this treatment as well (Peter- back to levels close to a nominal 10 X 10-ft
ences may not be large enough to justify the son and Newton 1985);Treatment of both , spacing (435 trees per acre), the average
added cost.
components doubled young-tree stem .vol- planting density target reported in the SMC
Implemmtation of Genetic Improve- ume in multiple studies, acceleratinggrowth survey (Briggs and Trobaugh 200 1) for most
ment. kge-scale plus-tree selection and or- of stands by 2 years o r more over untreated species. Some landowners had even rationalchard establishment efforts began in thc stands. Studies and experience also bolstered ized dropping to initial planting spacings of
PNW in the 1960s. Divergent approaches an increasing emphasis on herbaceous con- 11 X 11 ft, or even lower (360 trees per acre
were taken in the G o largest initiatives. The . .uol treatments before planting as p m of site. or less) in Douglas-fir stands, assuming that
Industrial Forestry Association program or- preparation.,
.
the combination of intensive site preparaganized many small geographic breeding
Studies also demonstrated the inire- tion, control of competing vegetation, and
zones, initiated selection 6f parent uees mental benefit of multiple years of rep&d
high-quality large planting stock would proalong roadsidis, undertook' some testing, vegetation co'ntrol, panicularly beginning in vide the consistent high survival and early
and ofien established seedling seed orchards the first year (Preest 1977, Newton and Pre- . rapid growth needed to meet their stocking
(Silen and Wheat ,1979, Johnson 2000). est 1988). The height g r 0 . d benefit in targets with less initial cost. By the turn of
The large Weyerhaeuser program (S.tone- . these studies lasted at least 5 years, and the the millennium, with the increasing demand
cypher et al. 1996) was modeled after earlier diameter growth benefits even longer, for and vdue of smaller logs, declining exsouthern 'pine programs, with . fewer but through age 10 and beyond. In fact, the di- pected premiums for large logs, and changes
larger zones, intensive plus-tree screening ameter and basal-area benefit appears to in- in logging and milling practices adapted to
and selection, very intensive testing, and. crease 'through this time, amounting to 15smaller logs, some organizations had begun
grafied seed orchards. Breeding and testing 20% final yield benefit (up to 50% or more planting at higher densities, again anticipata d k c e d , with some programs moving into if heavy woody competition would other- ing greater opportunities for future comtheir second generation by the early to mid- wise occur). This .pattern has also been re- . mercial thinnings. Concerns over future log
1990s. First-generation improved seed is ported in other species and growing areas.
quality and competitiveness, particularly for
now broadly available, although some orPreemergent herbicide ueatments, at- a species l&e Douglas-fir that is marketed
chards remain untested and report fairly low tractive because they enabled foresters to use primarily for its strength, have likely also
or uncertain gains. In addition, many or- more effective cheriicals and dosages with- helped to maintain planting densities higher
charkare located where substantial pollen out concern about damaging planted seed- than they might otherwise have been.
from unimproved neighboring stands could lings, began to -takeover fiom dormant and
dilute the g$d delivered to the spring sprays in the mid-19 90s. The SMC Trends in Culture of Young
orchard seed, although the amount of actual survey (Briggs andTrobaugh 2001) shows a Stands
dilution or gain impact is not reported. steep increase in the percent of harvested.
~ h a n g i n~i m ' t u d eToward
~
PrecomSome second-generation orchards are now .acres receiving chemical site preparation, mercial pad Commercial ZGnning. Di-
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rect seedingand high early planting densities frequency of low-intensity thinning eco- dex. The studies were designed to determine
through the 1960s and 1970s, coupled with nomically. I n practice, thinnings that are regional response, not to test for Merences
heavy ingrowth, led to a high frequency of late or heavy can actually reduce harvest vol- within a site, or even to match to specificsite
heavily stocked stands and an associated ume considerably, which may or may not be or stand conditions. Investigators are still
- high frequency of stocking control or "preoffset by the revenue from the thinnings and trying, as yet unsuccessfully, to fully explain
commercial" thinning (PCT) to conuol the larger, thinned logs in the final harvest. this variability. As a result, Werentorganimortality risk and improve tree size. In keep- The "rub" comes when trees are thinned zations have drawn different conclusions
ing with the maximum yield philosophy, that would have survived to be crop trees at about the magnitude of N-fertilization benmuch of the stocking control during this pe- find harvest, to make the thinning more efit and the financial merits of this treatriod was done at a fairly young age, but with
profitable and foster greater subsequent di- ment. The SMC survey (Briggs and
the reduction in large log supply and milling ameter growth. Stands of relatively "toler- Trobaugh 2001) shows h e number of acres
capacity and the subsequent development of ant" species, such as Douglas-fir, can carry fertilized with urea increasing from essensmall log markets in the 1 9 9 0 ~stocking
~
300 or more stems per acre of merchantable t i d y zero in the early 1990sto over 100% of
control began to be delayed to later ages in diameter to final harvest at 40-50 years, Planted acres treated per year by the late
favor of early commercial thinning when while many thinning operations reduce 1990s .(likely representing 30-5096 of
feasible. PCT reached a peak at 40 -60% of stands well below 200 stems per acre. Be- stands treated two or three times), as more
acres treated in the ealy 1 9 9 0 ~
principally
~
cause costs are higher and log values lower in and more organizations got comfortable
in Douglas-fir and western hemlock stands, typical thinnings, total stand value often fa- with the financial justification and' develfollowed by a steady decline to a forecast vors taking merchanrable volume in the final oped the infrastructure to get more acres
steady-state level of approximately 20% of harvest, rather than in a thinning, even given done. Still, constraints on annual capital
stands (Briggs and Trobaugh 2001). The the cost of waiting until final harvest. The spending, coupled with variability of reoverall vahe impact of PCT depends on the dechiing supply of large logs and advances sponse and steep recent increases in urea
landowner's view of the positive impacts it in harvesting and milling technology have cost, have likely limited the extent of fertiliwill have on postthin stem diameter and reduced the cost and value advantages for zation in many organizations. Among the
value growth and opportunity for species larger logs, further reducing the incentive for
SMC survey (Briggs and Trobaugh 2001)
upgrade, against cost and likely negative im- commercial thinning as a means of increasrespondents, h e percent of acres to be fertilpacts on final hawest volume. In general, a ing diameter. So, although CT is intuitively
ized is forecast to decline in the next halffavorable overall value impact from PCT appealing as a treatment to accelerate prodecade to about half of its 2000 level, percan be expected only when the stand is duction of larger logs-and many landownhaps reflecting- recent concerns about the
heavily overstocked so that the likelihood of ers will continue to value CT as a way to
impacts of heavy N fertilization on Swiss
future growth reductions and delayed mer- capture mid-rotation cash from their investNeedle Cast and soil nutrient balance in the
chancibility is high. .
ment or to achieve other objectives-CT is
Oregon Coast Range.
Like PCT, commercial thinning (CT) unlikely to be the powerful tool for maxireduces competition faced by future crop mizing total rotation value in PNW DouCompetitive Position of Tree
trees so that they will sustain greater diame- glas-fir and western hemlock stands that it is
Growing in the PNW
ter growth. Unlike PCT, CT also generates in loblolly and radiata pine.
Detailed statistics on growth rates,
cash flow. The principles of commercial
Urea Fdization-High Promise
thinning rest on a large body of experience butHigb Uncertainty. The &st small-scale costs, and rate of return for PNW.Douglasand research and were well-known in Eu- operational use of urea fertilization on Dou- fir compared with other tree-grqwing rerope long before the PNT? began to contem- glas-fir began in the 1960s. Replicated trials gions of the world were taken from two mulplate its application (Curtis et al. 1998). It of urea fertilization were initiated in the late ticlient survey reports (Neilson et al. 2001,
was widely understood that thinning would 1 9 6 0 ~
and
~ a large cooperative effort called Neilson and Manners 2003). The survey inpromote greater diameter growth in the re- the Regional Forest Nutrition Research formation was taken from a sample of landsidual stand and larger trees at final harvest, Project (RFNRP) was launched soon after, owners thought to be representative of each
and it was also believed that CT could in- the results ofwhich were described by Peter- region, but was not intended to describe any
crease total volume production by enabling son (1984). He reported +at urea applica- particular owner. By and large, the survey
harvest of volume that would otherwise be tion of 200-400 lbs N per acre increased describes harvest volumes and gowth of
lost to mortality; however, the volume ben- incremental stem volume growth 20-70 fi3 stands being harvested today, which in our
efit depended on execution of frequentlight- per acre annually across site types (an average region represent a high component of secthinning entries.
of 168 fi3 per acre 6 years after treatment), ond- or third-growth natural stands and
As long-term growth-and-~eldstudies with the greatest response on poorer sites. early, less-intensive plantations.
Growth and Kedd The mean annual
in even-aged, well-stocked Douglas-fir The greatest response occurred within the
increment
(MAI) reported by Neilson et al.
stands, such as the LOGS (Cooperative Lev- first 4 years after treatment, bur was renewed
els-of-Growing-Stock) studies, begin to ma- by retreatment. The 200- and 400-lbs N per (200 1) and Neilson and Manners (2003) for
ture, the data have not supported early ex- acre dosages (440 and 880 lbslac urea) did Douglas-fir-managed stands being harvested
today in the PNW is low relative to other
pectations of "bonus" volume from thinned not differ significantly in response.
stands compared with wthinned (Curtis
Overlaying all results of the RFNRP major conifer tree-growing regions of the
and Marshall 1397), and practitioners have studies is the variable level of response, even world-slightly over 13 m3 per hectare (190
found it difficult to practice the necessary between stands of +e same nominal site in- fi? per acre) per year, compared with 18 -20
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m3 per hectare (250-290 fi? per acre) per
year for Douglas-fir in Argentina and New
Zealand or for pines in New Zealand and
South Africa. This likely reflects the significant component of older naturally regenerated stands and early plantations currently
being harvested in the PNW, which are often poorly stocked or heavily overstocked
and may have a high hardwood component,
uncontrolled seed source, or limited vegetation control. In the PNW, key intensive
treatments-advanced generation genetics,
multi-year vegetation control, and regular
fertilization-have
been broadly implemented only recently so growth benefits
from such treatments have not yet been realized in harvests. The terrain also is very
steep and road access is limited in many ar- .
ear, which make some intensive management treatments impossible, or at least very
difficult and costly. all^, past heavy PCT
and CT- in some areas of the PNW likely
have contributed to reduced MAI reflecied
in current hmests.
What can we expect from intensively
managed Douglas-fir plantations being established in our region today with modern
management practices? Based on the ueatment responses indicated earlier in this article, it is reasonable to expect 17-22 m3 per
hectare (240-3 10 fi3 per acre) per year) for
well-stocked, unthinned Douglas-fir stands
in our region, planted with genetically improved stock, intensive control of competing vegetation, and multiple urea fertilizations. Fenced progeny (generic test) sites
across the region provide examples of stands
at this rate through their mid-20s.
In addition, many opportunities for incremental improvement remain: advanced
generation genetics, steadily improving vegetation control efficacy and planting stock
survival, and more consistent responses
from fertilizer applications. Still, the intensively managed plantations being planted
today in the PNW are growing at rates on
par with intensively managed c o d e r plantations being harvested today in other regions of the world, where the competition
has continued to move ahead. Douglas-fir
and pine plantations being planted now in
parts of the world are expected to grow at
25-30 m3 per hectare (350-430 ft3 per
acre) per year, and .these global competit&s
contiiiue to press for more improvement.
Silvicultrcre Cost. In addition to the
growth-rate disadvantage, spending per acre
and per cubic foot of w6od volume for intensive silvicultUrein the PNW are high relative to

other major tree-growing regions. Neilson et local and regional wood products markets in
al. (2001) and Neilson and Manners (2003) the long-term.
In the PNW Douglas-fir region, we face
report well over two times greater spending in
the PNW than in geographies like New Zea- three key imperatives to be more competiland, Argentina, and the southern United tive in the long run:
States, even for the same species. By and large,
thisincrementalcost reflects higher labor costs, 1. Significantly increase value andlor substantially shorten the rotation length remore ddicult topography and regulatory conquired to produce competitive yields and
straints,as well as more demanding seedling
a.competitive log mix in stands being
size and early care requirements for swival,
managed
for timber.
.
growth, and regulatory "green-UP'~in our principal species. In addidon in some regions, inKey approaches applied by other recluding paas of Europe, South America, and .
gions,
and available but not yet f d y capCanada, establishment costs are either heavily
tured
in
the PNW, are advanced genetics,
insubsidized or can be expensed in the
intensive
multi-year vegetation control and
curred.
aggressive management of stand nutrition
Rate of Return. According to the Neiland stocking, with greater focus of investson et al. (2001) and Neilson and Manners
ment dollars overall on sites with the pdten(2003) reports, the combined impacts of
tial for accelerated merchantability.
slower -earlygrowth and longer rotations in
the PNW generate an overall tree-growing
2. Significantly reduce the cost required to
return from currently harvested stands (with
produce unit of merchvltable volume.
land costs) on the order of 5%, compared to
returns of about 9.5% for eucalyptus in Bra. Accelerated volume growth in itself
zil or subsidized Douglas-fir in Argentina will reduce carrying costs. Competing reand7.8% for radiata pine in New Zedand. . gions around the world have also developed
~owever,.in
weighing overall risk and future methods to achieve plantation success with
improvement potential,' the authors con- very low-cost planting stock, with equipunue to emphasize the strengths of the ment and practices that enhance productivUnited States Douglas-fir region for its abil- ity and miniinize labor costs, and with better
ity to produce high wood volumes from pre- . and better targeting of 'expensive treatmen?
,+urn species in a stable political and eco-' (precision forestry). .
nomic system. Still, they strongly caution
land managers in the region, however, that 3. Continue to earn and maintain the pubgrowing costs and rotation ages must de- lic's trust and "license to operate."
crease and productivity m&t increase in orThe PNW has achieved some notable
der for the region'to be globally competitive
and attract tree-growing investment dollars successes in &arena but they have also
come at the cost of significant land out of
in ,the long-term.
production and other land managed at Iess
Prospects and Imperatives for
than optimum density. An increasing collective commitment and,sense of urgency
the Future
The PNW as a region clearly "has what across our region for successful, globally
it takes" to be a globally cornpetGive tree- competitive intensive forest management is
growing region: highly productive sites, spe- essential, including recommitment of public
cies with very favorable properties and. resources to research and edu.cation on susstrong global market demand, strong uni- tainable intensive management methods
versity and other research institutions, coupled with creative, cooperative,stable soknowledgeable professionals, and a strong lutions to protecting wildlife, fish, soil, and
tradition of excellence in forest manage- water quality that weigh the profitability of
ment. And it is dear that we need to be glo- -managedforests as part of the goal.
'

bally competitive, so that investment dollars
will continue to flow into mahaged forests,
keeping productive Cascade lowlands in forests, rather than converting forestland to
other, higher-returning uses; it also means a
continuing vigorous regional industry and

We don't have the luxury of time for
reflection or hesitation. The other horses
have left the gate and are already. running
fast. The /q~
competition is n o t p o r n 0 t h
within the Doughs--r region. Weehave a
shared stake in maintaining the health of the
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PNW as an attractive place for tree-growing
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investment. But we must alro want it as badly
as t h e other regions of the world do. This
means building a collective will and focusnot just by the landowners, but by universities, regulators, and the public-to preserve
and promote profitable active forest management in the region.
The solutions are doable and within our
grasp. The objective is essential, not only to
owners of timberlands, but also to current
and future woods and mill workers, technical professionals, and anyone in the region
interested in seeing large areas maintained in
healthy forests over the long-term. We hope
&at h e discussion generated by this confer.
ence.will move us .quickly forward to make .
them a reality.
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